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Abstract. The emergence of the New Technologies of Information and

Communication (NTIC), and the development of new tools open some

perspectives for multimedia application design. In this paper we propose

a graphical model of cooperative navigation of the multimedia applica-

tions. The model is based on the distinction between public and private

areas. We use Petri nets to model several patterns which allow to build a

complete navigation process. An example is worked out to illustrate the

proposed approach.

1 Introduction

Multimedia applications, e.g. video conferencing and video-on-demand, are of

great importance in industry, academic research and standardization. Large

scale deployment of multimedia applications will impose very high navigation

constraints on the overall system components. Multimedia applications require-

ments range from high data rates, due to the voluminous nature of multimedia

data, to severe temporal constraints, due to the continuous nature of requests.

Multimedia application designers usually do not make use of navigation rules

which allow them to build well-con�gured multimedia applications. This fact

may lead to design complex navigation models and therefore inadapted struc-

tures from users point of view. Hence, several authors have investigated this

problem by means of di�erent approaches [1,2,3]. Most of them focus on indi-

vidual navigation, whereas few works deal with cooperative navigation, which is

our mean concern.

A central issue for the design of multimedia application is the de�nition of

the synchronizations points when presenting the di�erent components of the



application. The capacity of de�ning this structure implies the availability of

an adequate synchronization model. Therefore, powerful techniques are needed

for rigorously analyzing the possible kinds of behavior of the proposed Multi-

media models to assure that they exhibit all and at least the best properties

intended. Especially for these synchronization problems, Petri nets o�er a suit-

able mathematical background with an already powerful theory which is still

under development.

In order to be applicable to the design of large and complex multimedia

applications, the model should be able to satisfy some important requirements:

1. the capacity of describing hierarchical document structures, as well as hier-

archical levels of synchronization

2. the capacity of representing user interactions based synchronizations

3. the availability of veri�cation techniques for detecting potential inconsisten-

cies in large multimedia documents

4. and �nally, the simplicity and intuitive nature of the modeling concepts

provided to the users.

An important property of the Petri net approach is its extreme generality. It

helps developers in a general way in reasoning about the behavior of Multimedia

systems. Because of its generality, the Petri net framework can be used with

Multimedia systems expressed in a wide variety of speci�cation.

The objectives of this research are twofold: To introduce the concepts of the

public and private areas within multimedia applications; to use Petri net for

modeling the interactions between the users and such areas.

2 Cooperative navigation

Cooperative navigation provides tools and mechanisms to help the user during

his navigation. We de�ne public and private areas depending on the user's degree

of liberty when he wants to access resources :

{ A public area is a set of non-constrained resources which may be accessed

concurrently by many users

{ A private area de�nes rules to access shared and critical resources. The

navigation is constrained to distribute these resources among users. This

area type may be extended to describe meeting areas.



This classi�cation is based on a graph representation of web sites where :

{ Nodes represent local resources, which can either be static or dynamically

generated during the navigation process. Similarly to navigation areas, we

distinguish public and private nodes

{ Links between resources are assimilated to edges. There may be synchronous

or asynchronous links. Synchronous links are used by private areas to ma-

nipulate groups of users whereas asynchronous links refer to public areas.

3 Basic Petri nets de�nitions

In this section, we recall the basic Petri net terminology and notation mostly

taken from [4]. A Petri net is a �ve-tuple N = (P; T; I; O;M0) where

{ P = fp1; p2; � � � ; pmg is a �nite set of places (represented with circles),

{ T = ft1; t2; � � � ; tng is a �nite set of transitions (represented with line seg-

ments),

{ I : P � T ! N is an input function such that I(pi; tj) is the weight of the

arc directed from place pi to transition tj ,

{ O : P �T ! N is an output function such that O(pi; tj) is the weight of the

arc directed from transition tj to place pi,

{ M0 is an initial marking that associates zero or more tokens to each place.

Furthermore, n � 0, m � 0, n+m � 1 and P \ T = ?.

The state of a Petri net is de�ned by the number of tokens in each place and

is represented by a vector M = [M(p1); :::;M(pm)]
t, called the marking vector

of the Petri net, where M(pi) is the number of tokens in place pi. A transition

tj 2 T is said to be enabled if and only if M(pi) � I(pi; tj);8pi 2 P . An enabled

transition may �re. When transition tj �res, I(pi; tj) tokens are remouved from

each input place pi of tj and O(pi; tj) tokens are added to each output place pi

of tj .

The dynamic behavior of the modeled system is described by the transitions

�ring mechanism. If the transition tj is �red then the markingM0(pi) results in

new marking M(pi) such that

M(pi) =M0(pi) +O(pi; tj)� I(pi; tj); (1)



Let R(M0) denote the set of all marking that are reachable from M0. The

incidence matrix C of a PN is an m�n matrix of integers de�ned as C = O� I

where cij = O(pi; tj) � I(pi; tj). The marking M 2 R(M0) is reached when a

�ring sequence x is executed from M0 and satis�es the state equation

M =M0 + Cx; (2)

where x : T ! N is the �ring vector sequence given by x = [x1; :::; xn]
t where xj

is the number of times that tj is �red.

4 Navigation graph

The graph representing the navigation process under our notations is called a

navigation graph (NG). This graph is de�ned as follows : NG = fN;Pr [ Pug

where N is a Petri net and Pr = fPr1; Pr2; : : : ; Prn1g � P is the set of private

places and Pu = fPu1; Pu2; : : : ; Pun2g � P is the set of public places with n1 +

n2 = n and Pr \ Pu = ;

A given navigation graph NG can be composed of public or private areas.

An area Ai is de�ned by the maximum number of linked places of the same type.

By linked places we mean that for every pair of distinct places pi and pj in the

area there exists a path from pi to pj . Besides, Ai \ Aj = ;;8i 6= j.

Roughly speaking, private areas describe policies used to access critical re-

sources, whereas public areas de�ne non-constrained individual navigation. In

the following, precise de�nitions of both area types are presented.

4.1 Public areas

Navigation in public areas is left to the user's discretion. The navigation process

is not constrained and links between resources are typically asynchronous. When

a user enters to a public area, the whole area is duplicated so that the user may

navigate independantly from other users. Navigation steps remain con�dential

to each user. Such areas are adapted to individual navigation.

4.2 Private areas

Private areas make use of synchronous links to allow user groups constitution. In

particular, external links must make use of synchronization mechanisms to avoid
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Fig. 1. PN model for public area

resource shortage and manage access priorities and utilization delais. Token-

based semaphores principle may be applied to such links, �gure 2.
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Fig. 2. PN model for semaphore

Broadly speaking, private area can be caracterized by event-based synchro-

nization, Non inter-bloking rules and Lifetime rule.

Event-based synchronization Event-based synchronization aims to allow pri-

vate area to take appropriate actions in response to a noti�cation event. The

event can be either internal or external to the area. For example, when several

users access to shared data, e.g. camera, and at the same time the later break



down, they are redirected to an error place. Thus, the corresponding �red transi-

tion is an external event-based synchronization. An internal event can be merely

the arrival of the president in the conference.

The event-based synchronization is used to create a sequential access or-

der between two or more private areas. This implies the notion of enabled and

disabled private areas. Figure 3 presents an example for this sequential access.

Indeed, the private area A2 is disabled until a user leaves the private area A1.

A1 provides the user with the necessary knowledge to be able to manipulate

A2's resources. When users leaves A1 the transition t21 is �red, in this case the

private area is said enabled.
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Fig. 3. PN model for sequential access

Non inter-bloking rules We de�ne a set of access priorities for each user. A

priority stands for a combination of a user and a private area. The prior-right

users will be able to access a private area �rst. They are considered as priviledged



users. It may happen that some users having similar acces priorities whish to

enter into a private area when there is only one entry token left, �gure 4. In this

case, a user will be randomly elected to gain access rights to the private area.
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Fig. 4. PN model for mutual exclusion

Lifetime rule Every private area allows users to keep an entry token during a

maximum amount of time, called a session lifetime. Once the time spent by a

user exceeds the lifetime allowed, the user work stops and he has to leave the

private area. This can be modeled by possibility to leave the current private area

independently from the place we are.

5 Example

Figure 5 shows the mutual exclusion problem. Our example consists of two users

who want to access to a given private area. This area allows to manipulate a

robot in order to execute a speci�c task.

The resource utilisation protocol consists of the three following steps:

1. the users request the robot;

2. one of them (acording to his priority) accesses to the private area and mu-

nipulates the robot;

3. the other users wait until the private area is available.

The following code fragment shows the form of a our mutual exclusion policy.

PROCESS user(i)

WHILE (running ())



Fig. 5. Example of private area resource access

SEND (private area, REQUEST (priority))

RECEIVE (private area, ACCESS)

Enter the private area

Perform some computation on the private area

SEND (private area, LEAVE)

PROCESS private area

requesters=fg

WHILE (running ())

RECEIVE (user(i), REQUEST (priority)) for some i

APPEND (requesters, fuser(i), priorityg)

SELECT the first user in requesters list such that his priority

is maximum

SEND (user(j), ACCESS)

RECEIVE (user(j), LEAVE)

REMOVE (requesters, fuser(j), priorityg)

A Petri Net implementing this algorithm is shown in Figure 6, where the

places and transitions correspond to the following states and actions:

p1 (p3) User 1 (2) requests to access the private area,

p2 Private area free,

p4 (p5) User 1 (2) waiting for response to request,

p7 Private area in use,

p6 (p8) User 1 (2) enters the private area and can perform some computation,

p9 (p10) User 1 (2) has left the private area,



t1 (t2) User 1 (2) sends a request

t3 (t4) User 1 (2) receives an access permission

t7 (t8) User 1 (2) leaves the private area,

t5 (t6) User 1 (2) prepares another request.

p1 p2 p3

p4 p5

p6

p7

p8

p9
p10

t1 t2

t3 t4

t5 t6

t7 t8

Private area

Fig. 6. Petri Net of the example

Remark 1. It is important to note that:

1. each private area must be repeated in�nitely so that the area is accessible

as soon as it is freed. For our example this property is characterized by the

two transitions t7 and t8 which marked the place P2.

2. The place P2 indicates the number of available resource within the private

area which corresponds in our example to the number of robots.

3. the model must be bounded to guarantee that there will be no overows in

the shared resources, i.e., the robot. The following section gives an answer

of this question



6 Structural analysis

Boundedness is important structural property that a PN must verify. Indeed,

quite often in a Petri net, place are used to model resources. By checking that the

net is bounded, it is guaranteed that there will be no overows in the resources.

If it is unbounded, then we may have a modeling error.

Structural properties are independent of the initial marking of the Petri net

[4]. They are characterized in terms of the topological structure of the net. A

Petri net is said to be k-bounded or simply bounded if the number of token in

each place does not exceed a �nite number k for any marking reachable from

M0, i.e. M(pi) � k. It is said to be structurally bounded if it is bounded for any

�nite initial marking.

There are three main methods of analysis which allow behavioral and struc-

tural properties to be veri�ed. The �rst method is the coverability tree method

introduced by Karp and Miller [5]. It involves the enumeration of all reach-

able markings of the net. However, this method is limited to small nets and

may become unusable when the analysis of large system is involved. The second

method uses reduction techniques to facilitate the analysis of large systems. The

reduction does not provide equivalent Petri nets but enables certain properties

to preserved [6]. This method is powerful but, in the case where the Petri net

does not present the required properties, it is diÆcult to �nd out and correct

the design mistakes. The third method, based on linear algebra, is particularly

interesting because the state space explosion problem which is a salient feature

of concurrent systems is avoided.

Structural analysis method based on linear algebra can be applied to general

Petri nets. However, the most satisfactory results are obtained when the scope

is limited to subclasses of Petri nets such as marked graph, state machines [7].

It is basically this fact together with the general structure of our system which

motivate us to propose a complete and uni�ed approach for the study of bound-

edness property of general Petri nets. This approach is based on a modi�cation

of the classical incidence matrix which results in a square matrix. The modi�ed

incidence matrix eigenvalues are computed and used to prove boundedness of

a general Petri nets. The following lemma is a characterization of boundedness

property [4].

Lemma 1. A Petri net is bounded if there exists x > 0 such thatCtx � 0.



First of all, we de�ne a matrix A to be in Z if and only if all o�-diagonal

elements of A are nonpositive [8].

Now, consider the matrix U = [uij ]m�n de�ned by

uij =

8<
:
1 if pi 2 Ætj or t

Æ

j ;

0 otherwise:
(3)

where Æt and tÆj are the sets of input and output places of transition tj respec-

tively.

Let R = U tC. Then R is n � n square matrix. De�ne the matrix B in the

following manner

bij =

8<
:
jrij j if i 6= j ;

rij if i = j:

The results given in the Appendix are used to prove the structural properties

of a Petri net. We begin with the following result which is a characterization of

boundedness of Petri nets.

Theorem 1. If all real eigenvalues of �B are positive then N is structurally

bounded.

Proof. To prove theorem 1 we must show that �R 2 P. Indeed, suppose �R =2 P

then property (c) of P matrix is violated (De�nition A1 in Appendix). Hence,

there exists a diagonal matrix � with diagonal elements +1 or �1 such that

�R� is in Alternative I. But from the hypothesis all real eigenvalues of �B are

positive, then �B 2 P (De�nition A1) and hence Alternative II holds for �B in

view of remark A1 in the appendix, i.e. there exists � > 0 such that ��tB > 0.

Let � = diag(B) = diag(R). Then ��tB > 0 implies

��tB = ��t�� �t(B ��) > 0

it follows

��t� > �t(B ��)

hence

��t�+ �t�(R��)� > �t(B ��) + �t�(R��)� (4)



Note that ��� = �. Therefore (4) yields

�t�R� > �t(B +�R�)

Or (B + �R�)ij = bij + �i�jrij , where �i is a diagonal entry of �. Hence, if

�i�j = 1 then (B + �R�)ij = bij + rij = jrij j + rij � 0 and if �i�j = �1,

then (B + �R�)ij = bij � rij = jrij j � rij � 0. Therefore, for all �i�j = �1

we have (B + �R�)ij � 0 and hence (B + �R�) � 0. Therefor �t�R� > 0

which implies that �R� is in Alternative II, which is contradiction. Therefore,

�R 2 P and hence Alternative II holds for �R, i.e. there exists y > 0 such that

�Rty > 0. Since R = U tC, then �CtUy > 0. Let x = Uy > 0, then there exists

x > 0 such that Ctx < 0. Consequently, N is structurally bounded.

Theorem 1 requires the positiveness of all eigenvalues of �B for verifying

the boundedness of Petri net. From practical and theoretical point of view, it

is quite important and useful to investigate the question of when the Petri net

preserves the desired property when only the nonnegativeness of eigenvalues of

�B is required. The following result gives an answer to this question.

A matrix A is said to be reducible if there exists a non-empty set F � K,

F 6= K, such that aij = 0 for i 2 F and j 2 K � F , where aij is the value of

A at the point (i; j). A matrix A is irreducible if it is not reducible. According

to [9], a matrix A is irreducible if and only if the associated directed graph is

strongly connected. An unweighted Petri net can be drawn as a directed graph

where arcs correspond to places and nodes to transitions. A directed graph is

said to be strongly connected if for every pair of distinct nodes i and j, there

exists a directed path from i to j as well as on from j to i.

The following theorem is concerned with structural boundedness for strongly

connected Petri nets.

Theorem 2. If �B is irreducible and all real eigenvalues of �B are nonnega-

tive, then N is structurally bounded.

Proof. First note that �B is in Z. Hence, according to Theorem A2, if �B is

irreducible and all real eigenvalues of �B are nonnegative, then there exists

y > 0 such that �Bty � 0. Since Rt � B, it follows Rty � 0. But Rt = CtU ,

then CtUy � 0. Let x = Uy > 0, then there exists x > 0 such that Ctx � 0.

Hence, N is structurally bounded.



For our model, the modi�ed matrix �B is as follow,

B =

0
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@

�1 0 �1 0 0 0 0 0

0 �1 0 �1 0 0 0 0

0 �1 �2 0 0 �1 �1 0

0 0 0 �2 �1 0 0 �1

�1 0 0 0 �1 0 0 0

0 0 �1 0 0 �1 �1 0

�1 0 0 0 0 �1 �1 0

0 0 0 �1 0 0 0 �1

0 �1 0 0 0 0 0 �1

1
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA

The eigenvalues of the modi�ed matrix �B are:

�1 = �2 = 0; �3 = �4 = 0:4502� 0:6855i

�5 = �6 = 1:1847� 0:8873i; �7 = 3:3422

�8 = 1:3266

The matrix B is irreducible. All condition of theorem 2 are ful�lled, we may

conclude that the petri net is structurally bounded.

7 Conclusion

In this work we introduced the concept of both private and public areas for coop-

erative navigation. Based on Petri net modeling, we provide several patterns and

rules to help design multimedia applications. Integrating some of the presenting

patterns we can easily build a complete navigation process.

the complexity of the existing methods such as the coverability tree approach

and the reduction techniques for deciding the properties for a Petri net before it

is implemented makes their application prohibitive when a large systems are con-

cerned. We have shown in this paper the computation simplicity o�ered by the

eigenvalues method in handling such tasks. The method is powerful in the sense

that the computation of eigenvalues may be done by the well-known MATLAB.



8 Appendix

De�nition A1: [8], P denotes the class of matrices A 2 Rn�n which satisfy one

of the following equivalent conditions.

(a) Every real eigenvalue of A, as well as of each principal submatrix of A is

positive.

(b) For each vector x 6= 0, there exists an index k such that xkyk > 0 where

y = Ax.

(c) For each signature matrix S( here S is diagonal with diagonal entries �1),

there exists an x > 0 such that

SASx > 0

We state a Lemma of alternatives due to J. von Neumann and O. Morgenstern

[10], which we make use of throughout the paper.

Lemma A1: For any matrix A (not necessarily square) there exists

either x � 0 such that Ax � 0 (Alternative I)

or y > 0 such that Aty > 0 (Alternative II)

Remark A1: From the Lemma of alternative just stated, it is clear that a

necessary condition for a matrix A to be in P is that Alternative II hold for A

since Alternative I violates property (b) of P matrices

The folowing theorems are due to Fildler and Ptak [8]. Let's denote by Z the

class of all real square matrices whose o�-diagonal elements are nonpositive.

Theorem A1: For any matrix A, the following statements on Â are equivalent:

1. The real part of each eigenvalue of Â is positive.

2. All real eigenvalues of Â is positive.

3. Â�1 exists and Â�1 � 0

Theorem A2: Let A 2 Z be irreducible, and let all real eigenvalues of A be

nonnegative. Then there exists a vector y > 0 such that Aty � 0
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